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3 Gigi, 

This invertog gestes pigsprovernents in siegs 
or gaats for use in stereoico. Sigcaineg, 

Stereopticoa sides and Rhats have recently 
Corne into extensive A38 3.3 g aid it is as Eucting 
children to draw 3Eac Write. In one case, or exa 
arrage, the side is a straal plate of frosted or 
ground glass. Eac {d Writes og days of the 
frosted or ground surface and the result of the 
caid's efforts is projected on 8, screen trough the 
Kastraineratality of a stereoptico: Enachie. A 
Kate:res 8 Created. Eac X28itained in the child 
by the knowledge light, his work will be displayed 
a realistic 3d Airegaised or on the screen be 
fore hig (SSS mates. Fine teacher may with fa 
cally &Each for the ene of the entire class, goint 
ost existing errors, ERistakes or other faulty exe 
claios OX require 3,282,32's of the class to do so. 
The child is thus 82.Éght to rennedy his Kristakes 
agad to be gest and carefri in the execution of 
his Wols to initigate or signize criticism. 
The child shots. Re peg'Ented to alloy his 

Ralai to be centered ox kae execution of his work 
and not to be devised into other channels, such 
8s, Saanipulation or requirement of careful han 
diag, of the side, or dietermination as to the area 
23raits within which the work is to be executed. 
Etherefore, the side or rat, should be very simple 
E CORSA'Action, light to 8 of stificient body to 
Yaake it self-sustaining, and non-fragile, and 
should be provided vitia integral means for de 
fishing the 2rea, or field to be projected so thest 
the child, withogi, giving incia thought to Rae 
Knatter Wil2 confine his writing or drawing within 
that gives area. 

SiO2, an econcernical stadipoint, such side 
should be reusale. Since such a side is fire 
quesatly Ased of tracing purposes it should be of 
Stics c2,&cter that the paxalia of the object to 
Boe Staced due to the site should be reduced to 8, 
Raisaari, 

the 93rior art discloses, in addition to ground og 
frosted glass plate, Raats inade of very thin trans 
parent Cellulosic Insterial having a body which is 
Riot Self-sustaining. This type is particularly used 
for prepairing titles, diagrams, maps, etc., for ill 
lustrated lectures. These nats not being seif. 
Sustaining have to be sugported between two clear 
glass plates. Ehis preparation consumes time, 
and the Whole is dangerous by reason of possible 
breakage and requires careful handling to pre 
Went injury to the operator; and, of course, un 
desirable for use by children. Furthermore, these 
mats lack stability, cannot be reused for other 
subjects. On account of its unmatted surface it 
is difficult to write or draw thereon. 

(C. 85-a-363) 
It is as object of the present invention to pro 

vide a very practica, efficient, economical and 
stage translucent plate which can be written or 
caWir EOE and be used as a slide or mat for a 
Estereopticor. 

it is a further ooject of this invention to pro 
vide E, stereopticon side orna in the form of a 
Sabstantially thin, but self-sustaining, flexible, 
Xo-fragiliegiate having a matted surface adapted 
to receive Energings azad impressions, and an in 
tegral opaque Yaargil 22 frane or nesk defining a 
field or 2.83, pox which the markings and im 
pressions Ray be inade, and winch may be further 
(c.3'acterized by having signal or visual indicating 
Re3 as O2 & side edge fox guiding and adjusting the 
side relative to the stereopticon. 

Elae above and us the objects, advantages and 
pagoses will be inderstood from a consideration 
of the follovring detailed description, taken in 
CORA2a3ctor with the accoganying drawing 
for ning part of this spacification, with the fur 
the Linderstanding that while the drawing shows 
a practice form of the invention, the latter is not 
confined to any strict conformity with the show 
ing of the drawing, but may be changed and mod 
ified. So long as such changes and modifications 
corne within the scope of the appended claims, 

in the drawing: 
Fig. 3 is a plar view of a slide with its matted 

surface uppermost and bearing a drawn illustra 
tion. w 

Fig. 2 is a pian Vievy of the side blank with its 
overse side upper host. 

Fig. 3 is 2, sectioxhe viewy taken along line 3-3 
of Sig. 2. 

he drewing shows 8a egingle of slide en 
Odying the inventioxa. 
Side C is a substantially thin but self-sus 

taining, Ron-fragile, ie:cole plate preferably 
Brigade of 2, Xmaterial such as, for example, cellu 
loid, pyroxylin, other ether's and ethers of cellu 
lose, or horn-like naterials having approximately 
the physical properties of cellulosic materials. 
Cellose 3Cetate for as a suitable substance for 
the side blank, 

the slide is provided with a natted or duri 
ground illke surface 8 capable of receiving and 
retaining marks, designs, drawings or other mark 
ings, impressions and characters made with pen 
cil, Crayon, ink, Water color, or the ilke, but which 
surface may be substantially cleared of such char 
acters by suitable means, such as, for instance, a 
damp cloth or sponge. By means of its flexibility 
the slide may be inserted in a typewriter. 

Slide 0 is preferably made of a thickness that 
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will not cause appreciable parallax of the object 
to be traced, if so desired. 

Preferably provided on the matted or dull sur 
face B of the plate O is an opaque marginal 
frame, border or mask f. This frame or mask 
f is made integral with the slide material as by 
being printed or stencilled thereon, and serves a 
two-fold purpose, namely, to define the field or 
area 2 upon which the work may be executed 
so that the same may be wholly exposed for 
projection upon the screen, and to permit the 
work to stand out by contrast therewith upon 
the Screen. 
Upon a margin or side 6 of the slide there 

may be carried indicia or characters, such as, for 
example, at one end, a star, an arrow with its 
head pointed in the direction of the star and 
adjacent the arrow, the word "Thumb', gene 
erally indicated by the numeral 3; and at the 
other end an arrow pointed in the opposite 
direction to the previously mentioned arrow and 
adjacent this latter arrow the word "Top', gen 
erally indicated by the numeral 4. Any other 
signal or visual indicating means may be en 
ployed. 
When the slide is inserted in the stereoptican 

machine, the polished or unmatted side indicated 
in Fig. 2 by the letter A will be toward the screen 
and the dull and matted side B carrying the 
drawing or other character 5 will be toward the 
light Source of the machine. 
In Order to assure proper insertion of the slide 

in the machine, the characters or indicia, 3 are 
arranged at the bottom of edge 6, and the char 
acters or indicia, 4 at the top thereof. The slide 
is gripped at the bottom of edge 6 between the 
thumb and forefinger of the hand for insertion 
into the machine. 
The edge 6 may be provided with other chair 

acters, as for example, the trade-mark "Slide 
craft' indicated by the numeral ; or the same 
may be provided with instructions as to the use 
Of the slide. Although the characters or indicia 
are shown as being opaque against a translucent 
or transparent background, any other suitable 
arrangement may be employed, as by way of ex 
ample, transparent characters or indicia against 
an opaque background. The picture 5 can be 
prepared in pencil, ink, crayon, water color, or 
the like, and can easily be removed by washing, 
leaving the slide clear and clean for repeat use. 
While I have here shown what believe to be 

a simple and efficient form of the invention it is 

2,120,678 
to be understood that certain alterations in the 
details of construction such as may be developed 
through the exigencies of use may be resorted to 
without transcending the scope of the invention 
as defined by the appended claims. 

Having described my invention what I claim 
as new and desire to secure by Letters Patent, 
is:- 

1. As an article of manufacture, a one-piece 
single sheet stereopticon slide comprising a self 
sustaining non-fragile, flexible plate of substan 
tially transparent material which is roughened 
on One side to render it substantially translucent 
and to receive markings thereon, and an opaque 
marginal frame on the sheet and applied integral 
therewith defining a field or area on the rough 
ened sheet Within which markings may be ap 
plied by a marking device to said roughened Sur 
face and to cause said markings to stand out in 
contrast with the frame when projected on a 
Screen, 

2. As an article of manufacture, a one-piece 
single sheet stereopticon slide comprising a self 
sustaining, non-fragile flexible plate of Substan 
tially transparent material having the physical 
properties of cellulosic material which plate is 
roughened on one side to render it substantially 
translucent and to receive removable markings 
thereon, and an opaque marginal frame printed 
on the sheet defining a field or area on the 
roughened sheet within which markings may be 
applied by a marking device to said roughened 
surface and to cause said markings to stand out 
in contrast with the frame when projected On 
a Scieel. 

3. As an article of manufacture, a One-piece 
single sheet stereopticon slide comprising a self 
Sustaining, non-fragile flexible plate of substan 
tially transparent material having the physical 
properties of cellulosic material which plate is 
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roughened on one side to render it Substantially 
translucent and to receive removable markings 
thereon, an opaque marginal frame printed On 
the sheet defining a field or area on the rough 
ened sheet within which markings may be ap 
plied by a marking device to said roughened 
Surface and to cause said markings to stand Out 
in contrast with the frame when projected on a 
Screen, and a marginal border along at least one 
edge of said sheet With indicia thereon to indicate 
positioning of the plate for insertion into a 
stereopticon. 
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